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DECISION RESOURCES, LTD.                 TRICARE HOSPITAL 
3128 Dean Court          REGIONAL SURVEY            
Minneapolis, Minnesota  55416                 FINAL JUNE 2005  
 
Hello, I'm __________ of Decision Resources, Ltd., a nationwide 
polling firm located in Minneapolis.  We are interested in your 
opinions and suggestions about issues facing your community.  I 
want to assure you that all individual responses will be held 
strictly confidential; only summaries of the entire sample will be 
reported.  (DO NOT PAUSE) 
 
 A.  Do you or anyone in your house- YES...THANK AND TERMINATE 
 hold work for a health care        NO...............CONTINUE 
 company or a health care non-pro-  UNSURE/REFUSED......THANK 
 fit, such as a hospital, clinic,          AND TERMINATE  
     or HMO?             
 
 1. How would you rate the quality of  EXCELLENT..............44% 
 life in your area -- excellent,  GOOD...................48% 
 good, only fair or poor?   ONLY FAIR...............8% 
        POOR....................0% 
        DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......0% 
 
 2.  Do you think a new hospital in  YES/STRONGLY...........46% 
 Maple Grove will be needed to      YES....................33% 
 serve the residents in the North-  NO......................6% 
 west suburbs? (WAIT FOR RESPONSE)  NO/STRONGLY.............2% 
 Do you feel strongly that way?     DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.....14% 
 
 IF "STRONGLY YES" OR "YES," ASK: (N=236) 
 
  3.  How soon would you prefer  WITHIN TWO YEARS.......50% 
  that a new hospital be con- TWO TO FIVE YEARS......39% 
  structed and open in the FIVE TO TEN YEARS.......9% 
  Northwest suburbs -- within  LONGER THAN TEN YEARS...0% 
  two years, in two to five  INDIFFERENT (VOL.)....  1% 
  years, between five and ten  DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......1% 
  years, or longer than ten  
  years?  
 
Recently, there has been discussion about building a new hospital 
to be located in Maple Grove. 
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 4. How informed do you feel you are  VERY INFORMED..........12% 
 about the Maple Grove hospital  SOMEWHAT INFORMED......35% 
 and the various proposals -- very  AWARE/NOT INFORMED.....27% 
 informed, somewhat informed,   NOT AT ALL INFORMED....26% 
 aware but not informed, or not at  DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......0% 
 all informed? 
 
Three health systems are actively exploring the development of a 
new hospital in Maple Grove -- Fairview, North Memorial, and a 
partnership called TriCare, comprised of Children's Hospital, 
Allina and Park Nicollet. 
 
 5. At this time, do you have an   NO.....................51% 
 opinion about which proposal is  YES/FAIRVIEW/STRONG.....4% 
 the best of those three? (IF   YES/FAIRVIEW............2% 
 "YES," ASK:) Which proposal do  YES/NORTH/STRONG.......14% 
 you most support? -- (ROTATE) YES/NORTH MEMORIAL......4% 
 Fairview, North Memorial or the  YES/TRICARE/STRONG.....16% 
 TriCare Partnership? (WAIT FOR    YES/TRICARE.............4% 
 RESPONSE)  Do you feel strongly    NONE/NOT NEEDED.........1% 
 that way?                         DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......4% 
 
For each of the three hospital proposals, please tell me if your 
current perception of the proposal is mostly positive, mostly 
negative, or whether you have no view, either positive or 
negative.   
           POS  NEG  NON  DKR 
 
 6. Fairview?         26%   5%  63%   7% 
 7. North Memorial?      53%   4%  38%   5% 
 8. The TriCare Partnership, comprised  
 of Children's Hospital, Allina and  
 Park Nicollet?        43%   4%  48%   5% 
 
Before a new hospital can be approved, many public officials and 
regulators will be involved in the discussion about the health 
care needs of this area.   
 
 9.  Which ONE of the following are you ELECTED CITY LEADERS...20% 
 most confident in giving the final ENTIRE STATE LEGIS......9% 
 decision about a new hospital for  STATE COMM OF HEALTH...26% 
 this area -- (ROTATE) our local  LOCAL STATE LEGIS......21% 
 elected city leaders, the entire  NONE OF ABOVE (VOL).....5% 
 Minnesota State Legislature, the  ALL EQUALLY (VOL).......7% 
 State Commissioner of Health, or   DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.....11% 
 local State Legislators? 
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Currently pending in the Special Session of the State Legislature 
is the authorization of a new hospital for Maple Grove.  Both the 
Minnesota House and Senate have overwhelmingly passed bills to 
authorize a new Maple Grove hospital, but they take different 
approaches.  The Senate bill would create a neutral selection 
process within the Minnesota Department of Health, with health 
care experts using specific criteria to review each of the three 
proposals and selecting the best hospital for the community.  The 
House bill would not establish a process; instead, the House bill 
would allow only North Memorial to build the hospital in Maple 
Grove, and includes no competitive evaluation.     
 
10. Based on this information, which  SENATE/STRONG..........61% 
 approach would you favor: SENATE.................15% 
 A) The Senate bill which estab- HOUSE/STRONG...........12% 
    lishes a neutral selection pro- HOUSE...................1% 
    cess within the Minnesota De-  NONE (VOL.).............2% 
        partment of Health;   DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.....10% 
 B) The House bill which allows  
    only North Memorial to con- 
        struct a new hospital in Maple  
        Grove? 
 (WAIT FOR RESPONSE)  Do you feel  
 strongly that way? 
 
 IF "HOUSE/STRONG" OR "HOUSE," ASK: (N=38) 
 
 As you may know, the Legislature is now in Special Session, 

which will likely include only a limited agenda of non-budget 
issues. 
 

 11. If the choice is between      NEUTRAL PROCESS........79% 
  passing a bill this year that NO HOSPITAL BILL ......11% 
  selects a new hospital using  NEITHER (VOL)...........3% 
  a neutral process within the  DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......8% 
  Department of Health OR no  
          hospital bill passing this  
          year, which option, if any,  
          would you prefer? 
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12. If the special session of the VERY DISAPPOINTED......26% 
 Minnesota Legislature were to ad- SOMEWHAT DISAPPOINTED..35% 
 journ this year without taking  NOT TOO DISAPPOINTED...15% 
 final action on a bill to author- NO DIFFERENCE..........21% 
 ize a new hospital for Maple   DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......2% 
 Grove, what would be your reaction  
 -- very disappointed, somewhat  
 disappointed, not too disappoint- 
 ed, or it wouldn't make any dif- 
 ference? 
 
13. If the Legislature does not act this year to approve the new 
 hospital for Maple Grove, who do you think would be most 
 at fault? 
 

UNSURE, 41%;  GOVERNOR PAWLENTY, 2%; STATE LEGISLATURE, 39%;  
BOTH GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATURE, 3%;  SENATE, 4%;  HOUSE, 8%,  
SCATTERED, 3%. 

 
14. As you think about the medical  SELECT BEST PROPOSAL...72% 
 care you want for you and your  GIVE PREFERENCE........15% 
 family, do you think it is more  BOTH (VOL)..............4% 
 important to select the best   NEITHER (VOL)...........1% 
 hospital proposal for Maple Grove  DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......8% 
 or to give a preference to a near- 
 by hospital, such as North Memor- 

ial?  
 
Now, just a few more questions for statistical purposes.... 
 
15. Which of the following categories 18-34..................20% 
 contains your present age?  35-54..................48% 
 (READ CATEGORIES)    55 OR OVER.............32% 
        REFUSED.................0% 
 
16. In politics, do you consider your- DEMOCRAT...............42% 
 self to be a (ROTATE) Democrat, REPUBLICAN.............27% 
 Republican, Independent or some-   INDEPENDENT............20% 
 thing else?                       SOMETHING ELSE..........1% 
                                    DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.....10% 
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17. How long have you lived in your LESS THAN FIVE YEARS...14% 
 present community or an adjoining FIVE TO TEN YEARS......23% 
 community?    TEN TO FIFTEEN YEAR....21% 
        OVER FIFTEEN YEARS.....41% 
        DON'T KNOW/REFUSED......0% 
 
18. Do you have school-aged children  YES....................44% 
 living with you at home?   NO.....................56% 
        REFUSED.................0% 
 
19. Gender                    MALE...................49% 
        FEMALE.................51% 
 
20. Zipcode               55441/55442/55446/ 
                 55447.........21% 
        55443/55445............12% 
        55369..................10% 
        55301/55376............ 5% 
        55327/55340/55357/ 
          55373/55374.. 7% 
        55309.................. 4% 
        55311.................. 8% 
        55313/55341............ 6% 
        55316.................. 7% 
        55330.................. 7% 
        55362.................. 5% 
        55428.................. 9% 
 
Methodology: 
 
This study contains the results of a telephone survey of 300 randomly selected 
residents of the Northwestern Twin Cities suburbs.  Households were selected in 
proportion to the adult population present in 22 area zip codes.  Professional 
interviewers gathered survey responses across the area between June 8th and 13th, 
2005.  The typical respondent took nine minutes to complete the questionnaire.  
The results of this study are projectable to the universe of adult Northwestern 
Twin Cities suburban residents within ± 5.5 % in 95 out of 100 cases. 


